In 1981, Mr. John Faix was an airplane pilot for Pan American Airlines. He was known to frequent the area of Miami Springs and often visited bars and taverns near Miami International Airport, particularly Ma Grundy’s and Zachery’s (which have since closed down). The day before he went missing, he suggested to friends that he would be taking a flight with the possible destinations of Trinidad, Venezuela, or Colombia. It is unknown if Mr. Faix planned on piloting the plane. If so, he may have been flying an Aero Commander 560E or a Beechcraft B65 Queen Air.

**POSSIBLE FOUL PLAY IS SUSPECTED.**

**JOHN VINCENT FAIX**

**White, Male**
**DOB: 03/26/1949 (31 years)**
**6'04”, 185 lbs.**
**Eyes: Green**
**Hair: Brown**

**Missing From:**
4000 block of NW 79th Avenue
Miami, Florida

**Last Seen Wearing:**
Unknown clothing

**Missing Since:**
March 17, 1981

**Photo taken circa 1981**
(At ~31 years of age)

**POSSIBLE FOUL PLAY IS SUSPECTED.**

Use photos as a reference only. Not the actual aircrafts.

Aero Commander 560E

Beechcraft B65 Queen Air

**POLICE CASE: PD120629247083**
**NIC # M014580304**

Anyone with information about this missing person should contact Detective S. Gowdie or any detective of the Miami-Dade Police Department, Special Victims Bureau, Missing Persons Squad at (305) 715-3300 or Crime Stoppers at (305) 471-TIPS (8477).